COMMUNIST CHINA’S ROLE
A s it becomes more apparent that the fighting in Korea
w h l be prolonged, the military capabilities of the Chinese Commu.@sts, as-well as Soviet intentiDIls regarding the. use of these
capabil€t€es,provide the principal key to the outcome of the
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to challenge Soviet leadership in Asia. In addition to these
purely iqternal difficulties, the use of Chinese Communist
forces in Korea would increase the risk of global war, not
only because of possible UN or US reaction but because the
USSR itself would be under greater compulsion to assure a
victory in Korea, possibly by committing Soviet troops.
The principal problems confronting the
Kremlin in deciding whether to permit
an invasion of Taiwan are the nature and extent of US reon and the risk of global r<precipitatedbecause of the
spread of Communist ’military aggression. Several factors
m a y lead to a decision to launch a assault on Taiwan before
the typhoon season in late August. Recent evidence indicates
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in the Formosa Strait. Despite these favorable considerations
the fact remains that &ninvasion of Taiwan would be an immensely costly operation with the resulting political and strategic advantages balanced by the increased risk of precipitating .a’global
war which it is believed the USSR does not presently desire.
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Support for Indochina

Indochina offers the Chinese Communists their greatest opportunity
for expanding Communist influence in Asia with the minimum
military or political risks. From a military viewpoint, the
Indochina conflict has been a stalemate. Despite considerable
successes, the French have been unable fully to capitalize on
their superiority in equipment and manpower because of the
essentially guerrilla nature of the fighting and the terrain
which prevents large-scale operations. Given equipment and
supplies similar to that of the French, the forces of Ho ChiMinh could shift the course of the present inconclusive warfare
p their favor. The Chinese Communists have the capabilities
to supply the material needed by HO Chi-Minh and m a y be expected to step up such assistance in the immediate future.
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